DECLARATION OF MAJOR OR MINOR
Illinois College

Name: __________________________________________ S.S.NO ________________________________
(First) (Last)

Please complete a separate form for each major or minor declared.

Box # or Address ________________________________

My major/minor: ________________________________ Under this catalog: ________________
CIRCLE ONE

If you are declaring a combined major which is NOT listed in the catalog, attach a copy of the requirements.

This major is: __ New __ Replacement of previous major __ Additional (double/triple) major
This minor is: __ New __ Replacement of previous minor __ Additional (double/triple) minor

Degree: __ Bachelor of Arts __ Bachelor of Science Anticipated date of graduation: May _____

Current advisor's name ____________________________
Signature of current advisor is not required to declare or to change majors.

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE DEPARTMENT CHAIR

Name of new faculty advisor(s): __________________________ Required for major(s) only.

For secondary education certification and combined majors each department should assign an advisor to monitor student progress. The advisor of the primary department will be the primary advisor for supervising registration, etc.

Approved by: ___________________________ Date: ____________
(Departmental Chair)

__________________________ Date: ____________
(for Combined Majors and Secondary Education certification only - second Departmental Chair)

Return all copies to Registrar, who will distribute copies to chair, advisor(s) and student.

==================================================Cut Here=============================================

Instructions:
1. The form above is used for declaring or changing a major or minor, including changing one or more elements of the major/minor such as degree sought or advisor.
2. When making changes, highlighting the change by circling it will make your intention clearer.
3. Your NEW department Chair(s) must sign this form before it is turned in.